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In April 2019 Sebastiano Brusco, during his China tour had for the first time in Asia, in Beijing's UCAS

University, a concert with two pianos on the stage tuned differently (440 and 432hz). The audience was very
interested, as reported in the article above, and the large majority of them preferred the piano tuned to the lower
frequency.


The January 6th 2020 the new formed

“Harmoniae Aureae”, a complete symphonic
orchestra with historical wind instruments tuned
to 432hz, played for the first time a Mozart's
piano concert (Kv. 414): and in the occasion it
was recorded for the first time for a live CD.


In last November 6th 2019, the “Harmoniae

Aureae” string orchestra played for the first time
with a modern piano tuned at 432hz.
In both circumstances the public, both musicians
and profanes, appreciated with surprise, the
beautiful effect of the lower tuning on listening
the music, and the delightful and lovely Brusco's
interpretation of Mozart.
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Morgunblaðið By Ríkarður Örn Pálsson 07.22.2008 - Reykjavik - Iceland -

"The Brusco's playing is exceptionally beautiful …" (After a interpretation of Mozart's quartet in Reykjavik)



Vitadidonna : Stefano Maria Palmitessa Concert of 2010 the theater Keiros

" In the quartet with piano K 493 we had the opportunity to appreciate the piano skills of Sebastiano Brusco, who
trained with Maestro Aldo Ciccolini, wonderfully set in the jewel of the musicality of four strings"



UMBRIALEFT A. Allegretti

08.27.2012 - Castiglion del Lago- Italy

Sebastiano Brusco enchants the classical musicfestival of Castiglione del Lago
"Convey emotions, tofly the minds of everybody in the immense skies of dreams" . ... the professionalism of the young
pianist expressed through his fingers, gave birth to an authentic magical night. The young musician has perform ed
works by Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert, Brahms and Chopin. Works very well-known but every one felt strong the
creativity of the artist, which gave to the pieces something unique, particularly engaging. A cascade of melodies, of real
virtuosity, created a magical atmosphere inside the walls of one of the most beautiful and rich of his tory buildings of
Umbria ... "


By Fulvio Creux (composer and director) after a piano recital in Rome

16.01.2017

"I was very impressed by the execution of the three Mozart Sonatas performed by Sebastiano
Brusco. A Mozart" different "from what listening habits, even of the greatest, have accustomed us. Every phrase, every
musical period was thought of as a world in its own right, coherent with the universe to which it belonged. A touch
capable of restoring many unexpected nuances and which, after the pianissimo, still managed to echo the pianissimo
and, in this, the "feminine" endings.
Things that can be done only if in possession of a thought that knows what it is, and a technique capable of transmitting
this thought. Here this "Mozart not Mozart" (I repeat, compared to the usual styles) became a real " Mozart never
listened to" (at least by me), without turning into another author. The incessant applause at the end of each song was the
best testimony of two things: 1) that Sebastiano Brusco was able to say something personal but true (without trad ire the
author) 2) that the public (even if not necessarily expert) understands when they are facing something important: art is
not for the few, it is for everyone ... just listen to it! "
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